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Abstract: Field work on the search and characterization of ground effects of a historical earthquake
(i.e., the Cagli earthquake in 1781) was carried out using terrestrial and aerial digital tools. The method
of capturing, organizing, storing, and elaborating digital data is described herein, proposing a possible
workflow starting from pre-field project organization, through reiteration of field and intermediate
laboratory work, to final interpretation and synthesis. The case of one of the most important seismic
events in the area of the northern Umbria–Marche Apennines provided the opportunity to test the
method with both postgraduate students and researchers. The main result of this work was the
mapping of a capable normal fault system with a great number of observations, as well as a large
amount of data, from difficult outcrop areas. A GIS map and a three-dimensional (3D) model, with the
integration of subsurface data (i.e., seismic profiles and recent earthquake distribution information),
allowed for a new interpretation of an extensional tectonic regime of this Apennines sector, similar to
one of the southernmost areas of central Italy where recent earthquakes occurred on 2016.

Keywords: GIS; GPS; structure-from-motion; 3D modeling; historical earthquake; instrumental
seismicity; extensional tectonics; Umbro–Marchean succession

1. Introduction

The research and mapping of faults and ground deformation are fundamental for seismic
characterization of tectonically active areas. To this end, a lot of work has been carried out in various
regions around the world, such as in Italy after the occurrence of the latest earthquakes (i.e., in L’Aquila
in 2009, in central Italy in 2016, and in Ischia in 2017). Geologists and geophysicists use digital devices
and tools to minimize time and errors, thus increasing the accuracy of data and observations [1–10].
Indeed, these methods have been applied to active fault characterization of recent seismic events, that
is, events that occurred a few years prior to the characterization (i.e., in L’Aquila in 2009 and in central
Italy in 2016), where traces of the co-seismic effects are still evident and well preserved.

In this study, we applied digital survey methods to investigate an area where a historical seismic
event occurred. On 3 June 1781, a strong earthquake (6.5 Mw) [11] affected the northern sector of
the Umbria–Marche Apennines [12,13]. The disaster generated by this event was reported in many
archival documents at the time [14]. Despite the importance of the occurrence of similar seismic events,
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very little is known about the tectonic and structural features related to the 1781 event, even though
some hypotheses regarding its kinematics have been formulated [15,16].

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, no field studies of this scope have been carried out
previously. After more than two centuries, most of the ground deformation features would have been
disturbed or completely destroyed by vegetation growth, natural erosion, and anthropic activities.
In such cases, it is extremely difficult to find explicit evidence to unequivocally link outcropping faults
to an earthquake event. However, being a populated area, the characterization of an event that could
reoccur in the future is crucial for the safety and economy of this seismically active Apennine sector.

1.1. Tectonic Lineaments

The Umbro–Marche Apennines are located in the outer part of the orogenic chain of northern
Apennines (Figure 1). The rotation of the Sardinian–Corsica block toward the Adriatic foreland created
a thrust belt chain of tectonic units and thrust systems that have been migrating since Oligocene
to Pliocene–Quaternary times from the inner Tyrrhenian side to the external Adriatic side [17,18].
The building of the orogenic chain was followed by a progressive extensional phase always in the
NE–SW direction and always in the same direction [19]. Therefore, in the Tyrrhenian Tuscan–Umbrian
sector, the compressive structures are cut by subsequent normal faults, while in the Adriatic region,
a compression regime persists; the Apennines watershed represents the boundary between extensional
and compressional regimes [20].
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Figure 2. Simplified geological map of the study area from a geological map of the Marche region at 
a scale of 1:10,000. The thick red lines are the fault traces mapped in this study. A1, A5, and B3 are the 
observation sites reported in this paper. Geological units: MAS, Calcare Massiccio Formation; BU, 
Bugarone Group; COI, Corniola Formation; RSA, Rosso Ammonitico Formation; POD, Posidonia 

Figure 2. Simplified geological map of the study area from a geological map of the Marche region
at a scale of 1:10,000. The thick red lines are the fault traces mapped in this study. A1, A5, and B3
are the observation sites reported in this paper. Geological units: MAS, Calcare Massiccio Formation;
BU, Bugarone Group; COI, Corniola Formation; RSA, Rosso Ammonitico Formation; POD, Posidonia
Formation; CDU, Calcari diasprini; MAI, Maiolica Formation; FUC, Fucoidi Marls Formation; SBI,
Scaglia Bianca Formation; SAA, Scaglia Rossa Formation; VAS, Scaglia Variegata Formation; SCC,
Scaglia Cinerea Formation; BIS, Bisciaro Formation; SCH, Schlier Formation; FMA, Marnoso Arenacea
Formation; Q, Quaternary deposits.

More recently, some authors believe that the extensional regime is not confined in the west of
the Apennine watershed, and that evidence of this extensional tectonics can even be found toward
the east [21–23]. Moreover, a low-angle normal fault (LANF) [24,25] dipping eastward, toward the
foreland, has been interpreted in deep seismic profiles [18]. Therefore, the seismic events recorded in
this area could be related to this fault [26,27].

These tectonic structures are potentially active, as indicated by several authors [28–30]. In this
context, the aim of this research was to investigate faults capable of generating seismic events
comparable to that of the 1781 earthquake with the highest estimated magnitude in this area.

1.2. Geological Settings of the Study Area

The study area was part of the inner sector of the Umbro–Marche Apennines (Pesaro and Urbino
Province, northern Marche), in the area of Monte Nerone and its southeastward extension (Figure 2).
Here, a carbonate succession ranges from the Lower Jurassic to Oligocene outcrops [31]. It was
deposited in a basin at the edge of the African platform during the transition from the Liassic rifting to
drifting and the development of the passive margin [32]. Upsection, the increase in the terrigenous
fine sediment content in the succession (Scaglie group) represents a transition toward the succession of
a mainly turbiditic complex of Miocenic foredeep [33,34].
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The local geological structure is an anticlinorium with an emi-wavelength of 5–6 km and a
longitudinal extension of more than 30 km. This anticlinorium is oriented NW–SE, consistent with the
typical fold-and-thrust structure orientation in the northern Apennines.

The anticlinorium is dissected by a set of WNW–ESE trending faults, possibly with normal
movements. Less pervasive ENE–WSW-oriented faults, limited to the western portion of the mapped
area, exibit transcurrent movements. The longitudinal extent of the faults, of both WNW–ESE
and ENE–WSW trends, is reduced by approximately 1 km, while there is no obvious, unequivocal
aggregation of these fault segments into larger structures.

1.3. Aims

This article describes and proposes a methodological workflow for the characterization of an
active fault system including (i) field research based on digital ground and aerial surveys, (ii) laboratory
analyses, and (iii) data interpretation and synthesis (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Methodological workflow with phases of the survey and mapping processes. Laboratory and
field work alternated from the start to the end. At the beginning, the preparatory work was carried out
in the laboratory. During the survey, data from the field can be used for interpretation and to check new
hypotheses. The structure of the project can also be modified in order to improve the collection of data
and observations, both for terrestrial and aerial surveys. Over the period of work, it was necessary to
alternate laboratory and field work. In the last laboratory phase, the final interpretation and synthesis
using two- and three-dimensional maps, cross-sections, and models took place.

We demonstrate that the usage of digital tools combined with a suitable method can be very
helpful and accurate for capturing data, assessing and analyzing them, and reaching an acceptable
synthesis. In order to grow their consciousness and to test a new digital method workflow, we also
involved students of an MSc Geology program during their curricula courses and final project.

After providing some geological remarks, we move on to discussing the methodological results.

2. Tools

Field mapping of the study area was carried out using digital methods on land and aerial
photogrammetric survey methods. The hardware and software used were divided into terrestrial and
aerial categories. In addition to these, the laboratory analysis and synthesis tools are presented below.
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2.1. Digital Field Mapping

Geologists are used to working with a pen-on-paper system; therefore, we wanted to adopt
and modernize this useful habit by switching paper to a screen and changing the pen/pencil to a
digital stylus. The hardware equipment used for the ground survey were: (i) a tablet PC (Surface
3 Pro, OS Windows 10; Figure 4a) with a stylus as an input device (Figure 4b) and a built-in camera
(the tablet PC was ruggedized using a plastic and rubber cover with wrist ergonomic support); (ii) a
small 51-channel Bluetooth GPS receiver and an SIRF antenna with the NMEA protocol and EGNOS
correction (Figure 4c); and (iii) an Android smartphone with built-in GPS and a camera (Figure 4d).
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Figure 4. Digital field mapping tools: (a) Surface Pro tablet PC; (b) Bluetooth stylus; (c) Bluetooth GPS
antenna; (d) Android smartphone.

The software tools used were: (i) QGIS 3 [35], an open-source GIS software, coupled with a full
set of geological plug-ins, such as BeePen [36] for rapid annotation, BeePic for picture georeferencing,
BeeJou for Windows Journal file georeferencing, BeeDip [37] for direct import/export of structural data
from the homonym Android app, DirectionalSlope [38] to perform morphology analysis on DEM,
and qgSurf [39,40] to calculate the fault plane/DEM intersection; (ii) Windows Journal as a field book
for taking notes and sketching; and (iii) the BeeDip Android app for collecting structural georeferenced
orientation data (i.e., bed dip, fault surface, and lineation measurements) and oriented pictures.

The ground field work was done in a similar way as the pen-on-paper method using the stylus on
the screen of the tablet. We used many raster base maps of the Marche region at the scale of 1:10,000,
such as topographic [41] and geologic maps [42], as well as aerial orthorectified images organized
in layers. Some vector layers were prepared for collecting data such as bedding measurements,
fault geometry, and kinematic data on outcrops. We also assembled some input data using Qt
Designer [43]. Moreover, we collected information in the same way as a field book using Windows
Journal (free software for Windows) [44] by writing down notes and drawing sketches. Other layers
were added for elaborations of fault system traces, geological units, etc., that allow drawing of the
geological maps.

2.2. UAV (Unnamed Aerial Vehicle) Survey

The aerial survey was carried out using DJI Inspire 1 v2.0 [45] equipped with a 12-megapixel
camera (CMOS Sony Exmor 1/2.3 sensor), which is able to capture clear and bright pictures (Figure 5a).
The geometry drone frame provides good wind resistance, an important characteristic in mountainous
areas. The flights were planned and controlled using two different software products: (i) UgCS [46]
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with the function of keeping the drone at the same altitude above the ground during the flight,
pre-loading a DEM or using Google Earth [47] (Figure 5b) and (ii) PiX4D [48], mainly used for vertical
surveys and allows to pre-set horizontal and vertical shooting positions (Figure 5c).
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sensor); (b) UgCS for a three-dimensional (3D) flight plan using Google Earth; (c) Pix4D for planning
an aerial survey; (d) virtual outcrop created with Agisoft Metashape.

The photographs (20 gigabytes) captured during the survey were subsequently processed with
Agisoft Metashape [49] (Figure 5d). This software allows the creation of three-dimensional (3D) virtual
outcrops starting from a photo sequence taken with an 80% overlap. The processes consist of importing
images, aligning photos (after recognizing the same ground points), creating a dense cloud, creating
a mesh, and adding texture to the mesh. Therefore, we obtained a DEM wrapped by georeferenced
photos to create a virtual outcrop.

2.3. Three Dimensional Modeling

We also imported the drone survey DEM into Rhinoceros [50] in a digital terrain model, where
we could draw the mapped fault trace and then visualize the 3D fault plane.

Data from the maps, sections, and point clouds (from the drone survey) were collected using
Move software [51] and a detailed 3D model was designed for the studied area. This model was
then applied to a larger section of the Umbria–Marche Apennines to define the possible relationships
between crustal structures.

3. Methods and Workflow

The traditional mapping method of using paper maps involves several “indoor” and “outdoor”
steps to be carried out properly. We wanted the digital mapping method described in this article to
follow the same steps in terms of changing tools and needing more digital knowledge. For this reason,
we proposed a workflow (Figure 3) that allows defining the various phases (repetitively in some cases)
of digital work, both in the field and in the laboratory.

3.1. Laboratory Work

Before performing field work, the campaign needed to be carefully planned. To start, bibliography
and cartography research was carried out, and all relevant papers that included our study area or were
of a similar topic were read. Moreover, maps of different cartographic styles were collected:
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• Topographic maps, in this case, the Marche region technical map (C.T.R) [41] at the scale of 1:10,000.
This map is quite new and detailed, and is available in GeoTIFF format (georeferenced raster
format) [52];

• Geological maps from the same agency (Marche region geological map at the 1:10,000 scale) [53],
which distribute raster (GeoTIFF) and vector (Shapefile format) formats at the same scale as
the C.T.R.;

• Scanned and georeferenced raster maps of recent aerial photographs.

These data, together with the study of aerial photos and landscape shapes (topography and DTM),
were very useful for a first interpretation of the lineations that could pertain to a system of recent faults.

In addition to the visual interpretation of aerial photos and topographic maps, we used tools such
as the QGIS DirectionalSlope plug-in [38] to consolidate the first interpretations with a morphological
analysis tool, also using a DEM at 20 m [54].

Once the data and maps were collected, a GIS project was created with layers for all the different
maps. To be able to read this amalgamation better, the white background was replaced by a transparent
one (i.e., in the C.T.R.). Furthermore, the following new vector layers were created for data and
note collection:

• Bed attitudes (points)—for dip data collected in the field;
• Fault data (points)—measurements on the fault surfaces, kinematic indicators, etc.;
• Outcrops (polygons)—for drawing geological units, facies, or guide layers;
• Annotation faults (lines)—for drawing tectonic lineaments;
• Field book (points)—for entering information collected in the “field book” using Windows

Journal [44].

To make it easier to collect data in the field, input forms were created using Qt Designer [43] and
linked to the GIS layers (Figure 6a). After this process, the next step could be conducted, i.e., the field
survey, taking into consideration that any part of the project could be changed or improved at any time.
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3.2. Field Work 

This step was carried out in collaboration with postgraduate students during their digital survey 
field camp, which lasted a week. All data were collected using a tablet PC, to which a small GPS 
antenna was connected via Bluetooth (Figure 4c). Using these tools, data were collected to (i) improve 
the geological cartography already available (e.g., detailing the stratigraphy of the terrigenous 

Figure 6. Software and plug-in for the field work. (a) Input form for fault data in QGIS, created
using Qt Designer; (b) Windows Journal used as a field book for data collection, sketching, and photo
interpretation; (c) BeePen, a QGIS plug-in for directly drawing on the base map with the stylus;
(d) BeeDip plug-in for importing and exporting data (e.g., bed attitudes) and map tiles between the
QGIS project on the tablet PC and the BeeDip app on the Android smartphone.
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3.2. Field Work

This step was carried out in collaboration with postgraduate students during their digital survey
field camp, which lasted a week. All data were collected using a tablet PC, to which a small GPS antenna
was connected via Bluetooth (Figure 4c). Using these tools, data were collected to (i) improve the
geological cartography already available (e.g., detailing the stratigraphy of the terrigenous lithofacies);
(ii) check the spatial arrangement of the faults interpreted in the laboratory; and (iii) collect new data
on outcropping faults.

The pre-set data entry form for storing “structured” data (Figure 6a) and the Windows Journal
digital “field book” that allowed us to write with the stylus on the screen were fundamental to frame the
hypotheses (i.e., models and schematic sections) and to sketch outcrops (Figure 6b). In this application,
cameras (integrated in the tablet and personal camera) proved to be very useful to capture and import
photos to the Windows Journal page, allowing us to draw and write notes.

The QGIS plug-ins created in the lab were very useful. BeePen allowed us to quickly write notes
and to draw (e.g., fault traces) with the stylus on the screen in the same way as the classic method, i.e.,
pen-on-paper (Figure 6c).

A new app, namely, BeeDip (Figure 6d), which is still under development, was tested for the
gathering and georeferencing of structural data (i.e., surfaces and lineations). This app has an
open-source license for smartphones with an Android operating system. Here, the geological map was
imported from the GIS project, and the map was split into tiles for daily work. Dip and lineation data
were then imported into the GIS project, as well as the georeferenced photos. Export from and import
into the GIS project were possible, thanks to the GeoPackage interchange file format (.gpkg) that allows
management in a SQLite database of the vector features, tile matrix sets of imagery, and raster maps at
various scales and with various attributes (non-spatial data) and extensions [55].

3.3. Intermediate Laboratory Work

Every evening, after field work, the data were analyzed to formulate new working hypotheses
and to organize field work for the next day. This intermediate phase was repeated with the students
throughout the field camp and subsequently during individual work.

In this phase, the data collected by the working groups of students were validated and merged into
one common GIS project. This step improved the interpretation using a new summary geological map,
which made it possible to almost immediately review the initial interpretation of the fault traces on the
topography, as well as to update strategies and methods of data collection. Sometimes, data entry
forms were revised and corrected based on the needs that arose during the field work.

The information collected in panoramic photos is very useful, even when taken remotely
in inaccessible areas. That was why, we started using drones in our data collection procedure.
This was possible, thanks to two of the students who had a drone pilot license and training in
aero-photogrammetry. Various software applications were used to prepare the flight plans. In particular,
UgCS [46] software was very useful, since it allows planning of flights that follow irregular mountain
topography. The flights, with swipes and times, were planned on a laptop (Windows operative system)
and exported to the homonymous app on the Android smartphone to be used to conduct the field work.

3.4. Continuing the Field Work

The intermediate phases of field and indoor work led to improvements in the interpretation and
working method, and to the identification of other measuring stations along the fault traces. Any sites
for which the interpretation was uncertain or data were not sufficient or convincing were re-checked.
During these days, several aero-photogrammetric shooting missions using drones were completed,
both by using the pre-set flight plans and by flying “freehand” in areas where it was still difficult to
shoot important details (e.g., nickpoints inside creeks).
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3.5. Final Laboratory Data Elaboration and Interpretation

The alternating field/laboratory work method resulted in a final map and reasonable interpretation
of the investigated faults. The DTM and the ortho-photographic reconstruction of flights using Agisoft
Metashape (Figure 5d) contributed to the final interpretation, through the structure-from-motion
algorithm (SfM) [56–59]. The outputs were then imported into GIS and visualized in Rhinoceros, where
some portions of the faults were drawn on surfaces in a 3D environment (Figure 7).
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Figure 7. (a) Virtual outcrop from the drone survey picture composition of site B3 (see Figure 2 for
location) built using Agisoft Metashape. (b) Fault plane interpreted using Rhinoceros.

The final interpretation included other data, such as seismic lines [60] and data from the National
Institute of Geophysics and Vulcanology (INGV) earthquake catalog [61]. In this way, in addition
to the GIS geological map, it was possible to create a 3D geological model and cross-sections with
Move software [51]. This suite allowed us to integrate and visualize all of our data for a more
comprehensive understanding.
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4. Examples of the Laboratory Preparation, Field Mapping, and Final Interpretation Work

4.1. Initial Laboratory Work: Morphological Lineament Analysis

In order to supplement the cartographic information with topography-derived lineament
orientations, we performed a set of analyses on the directional slopes as derived from a 20-m resolution
DEM. The analyses were performed in QGIS using the DirectionalSlope plug-in. The directional
range was from 0◦ to 350◦, in increments of 10◦. Obviously, the 180◦–350◦ maps inversely mirrored the
0◦–170◦ maps.

A visual assessment of the potential lineaments was performed, and the most interesting map
was considered as the one related to the N080◦ orientation, highlighting the lineaments with a NW–SE
orientation. The potential lineaments were manually digitized when related to the anticlinorium
structure, avoiding as much as possible, in this first phase, the influence of other types of information
(i.e., geological maps and remote sensing images). The results are presented in Figure 8, with the
majority of mapped lineaments showing a WNW–ESE trend, with the exception of one E–W lineament
(L4) and one NW–SE lineament to the south of Monte Nerone (L3).
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Figure 8. Lineaments interpreted from the directional slope analysis performed with the DirectionalSlope
plug-in. The majority of the lineaments had a NW–SE trend, consistent with the orientation of both
the northern Apennines thrusts and the successive normal faults. The most developed lineaments
were labeled L1 (probably a single fault made up of three segments), L2a, and L2b (almost aligned but
without evident connections and probably related to the Sassorotto fault). Lineaments L3 and L4 had
more spatial variability and were connected to the Col Lungo fault (see Figure 2 for location).

Near the northeastern margin of the mapped zone was a set of three aligned lineaments (L1a–c in
Figure 8), separated by alluvial sediments, that possibly constituted an unmapped, single ENE–WSW
normal fault which occurred along the northern boundary of a small basin. If so, the mapped fault
extended at least 3 km. Other lineaments with the same orientation occurred in the northern part of the
mapped area, but had limited longitudinal extents of approximately 1 km or less. They corresponded to
abrupt lithological changes of stratigraphic or possibly tectonic nature and were not mapped as faults.
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A more prominent lineament (L2a; 3.6 km) was almost aligned with another one (L2b; 2.4 km),
while being separated by a 1.6-km gap. Interestingly, the L2a segment ended where a mapped E–W
fault might offset this segment. The L2b segment was also mapped as an undefined lineament in the
geological map. Another developed lineament was an E–W lineament in the center of the mapped
area (L4), with a longitudinal extent of 2 km.

4.2. Field Work: Survey and Measurement Sites

The geological survey was carried out after interpretation and analysis of the aerial imagery and
maps. We chose some measurement sites (Figure 2), where we collected data on the outcrops along the
alignment of the interpreted fault trace. Two main faults were mapped (Figure 2), showing that even
the fault system could be more complex.

A. Sassorotto fault: The main fault cutting the crest of Monte Nerone and continuing SE (even if
less evident); toward the NW, it reaches the Biscubio valley and continues toward Monte Vicino,
affecting the Miocene terrigenous turbidites of the Marnoso Arenacea Formation.

B. Col Lungo fault: A minor fault that shows important evidence of recent extensional activity
from La Valle Agriturist, through the Col Lungo escarpment, to the road at the top of Monte
Nerone and continuing with further morphological evidence to La Montagnola and beyond,
toward the SE.

4.2.1. Site A1—Sassorotto (Field Mapping)

This site, which the fault was named after, is located quite close to the main Apecchiese road and
it is easy to access. A continuous outcrop of the Scaglia Bianca Formation is well-exposed along a
historical and almost forsaken path beyond a closed barrier. The fault shows a brecciated zone that is
half a meter thick, with surface dipping to the SW. Some other conjugate minor antithetic and synthetic
faults can be observed (Figure 9). The stratigraphic succession could indicate that the movement is
normal, but it does not allow measurement of the actual displacement, which is not less than 4 m.
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Figure 9. Windows Journal note of the Sassorotto site (A1 site; see Figure 2 for location). The thick red
lines are fault surfaces; black data (dip direction/dip) are bedding attitudes; red are fault surface data;
blue are fault lineation data. Hammer for scale.
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4.2.2. Site A5—Monte Forno (Field Mapping)

Along the stream near the small village of Monte Forno, the outcrops show Miocene terrigenous
deposits starting (bottom to top) with the Schlier (SCH) Formation and continuing with the turbidites
of Marnoso Arenacea (FMA) with a typical thickening upward succession. The fault traces are more
rambling because of the mechanical response of these marly sediments. Three main normal faults
dipping to the SW can be mapped. These quite recent faults cut a very incised valley and some step
along the stream bed.

Here, the survey was carried out using all of the available tools. Following field mapping with
the tablet, GPS, and mobile GIS (Figure 10a), the drone flight captured georeferenced pictures for
the following orthorectification and more detailed georeferenced DTM. This also allowed for a more
detailed 3D interpretation and mapping (Figure 10b).ISPRS Int. J. Geo-Inf. 2020, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 12 of 24 
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outcropping in the northern sector of the outcrop, where the Maiolica Formation constitutes the 
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Figure 10. (a) Windows Journal note of Monte Forno (A5 site; see Figure 2 for location) with interpreted
pictures of local measurements; (b) virtual outcrop along the Monte Forno stream with fault traces and
interpreted stratigraphy (SCH, marls of the Schlier Formation; FMA1, thin-bedded turbidite facies of
the Marnoso Arenacea Formation; FMA2, thicker arenaceous layer facies of the Marnoso Arenacea
Formation). The green arrow shows the site of the fault data measurements.
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4.2.3. Site B3—Col Lungo (UAV Survey)

This large outcrop is visible from the road, descending from the top of Monte Nerone to the
village of Serravalle. It is located at a site difficult to reach in some parts. Moreover, a large part of the
outcropping succession is dissected and the cliffs are very close to falling down, posing notable risks for
surveyors. Under these circumstances, the UAV flight was helpful for capturing the fault outcropping
in the northern sector of the outcrop, where the Maiolica Formation constitutes the footwall of the fault
and the Scaglia Bianca and Scaglia Rossa formations are on the hanging wall.

The drone photos were combined into a DTM, from which a 3D fault surface was built to obtain
orientation data (Figure 7).

4.3. Intermediate Laboratory Work: Analyses of Fault Attitudes

We attempted to check a possible interconnection between the main faults in the central part of
the studied region by using a Python plug-in in QGIS for the delineation of planar surface intersections
with DEMs, namely, the plane–DEM intersection module of the qgSurf plug-in [39,40]. This plug-in
calculates the intersecting points between a plane defined by its dip direction and plunge using the
provided DEM.

By means of trial-and-error, we found a mean plane attitude that fit quite well with the tentative
fault segments, as mapped in the Marche region geological map (Figure 11). It honored the A1 location,
neared the A3 stop, and approximated quite well the mapped fault segments in the geological map.
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Figure 11. The tentative topographic trace of the Sassorotto fault (thick red trace), as interpolated using
a trial-and-error search method with a DEM–plane intersection module implemented in the qgSurf
plug-in. The geological plane that fit the A1 and A3 sites had a dip direction of 205◦ and a plunge of 55◦.

The mean plane had a dip direction of 205◦ and a plunge of 55◦, not that dissimilar to the fault
plane measured at the A3 stop (212◦/38◦). In the case of fault B, we had to use two slightly different
attitudes: one with an attitude of 173◦/55◦ in the western sector (B4–B5 segments), while for the more
developed eastern section, a better fit was provided by an attitude of 196◦/47◦.
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5. GIS Elaboration of the Geological Map

The data collected digitally within the GIS project led to the creation of a new (possibly seismogenic)
fault map (Figure 2), in which faults related to an extensional system were reported for the first time.
The local elements of these faults were already mapped in the last geological regional map (scale 1:10,000),
but they were not interpreted as a system cutting the ridge, the whole Monte Nerone NW flank,
also extending toward the terrestrial syntectonic deposits of the Marnoso Arenacea or Sandstone of
Monte Vicino formations [62].

The subdivision into facies easily recognizable in the ditch of the Monte Forno outcrops (Figure 10b)
made possible a first interpretation of the faults, even though the fault surfaces were not visible. In detail,
from bottom to top, the three facies are: Pelitic facies without arenitic levels (Schlier Formation), whose
contact with the oldest formations of the Scaglie Group is tectonized; pelitic facies with thin arenitic
levels (Marnoso Arenacea; FMA1 in Figure 10b); pelitic–arenitic facies with medium and thick arenitic
levels (Monte Vicino Sandstones; FMA2 in Figure 10b). Moreover, the analysis of the DTM allowed for
the identification of uneven morphology with abrupt non-eroded counter-slopes even along the ridge,
this leading to the hypothesis of very recent morphogenesis.

6. Combining Other Data

6.1. Historical Seismicity

Research was carried out by integrating the available data in the INGV catalog with those of the
Italian Historical Macroseismic Archive [63] and the Parametric Catalogue of Italian Earthquakes [64,65].

Among the historical events of the area between Umbria, Marche, Tuscany, and Romagna are some
well-known events, such as the 1781 Cagli earthquake [12,13] and others of less reliable sources but
reported in catalogs [66], such as the event on 17 April 1725 in the Monte Cardamagna area, according
to the chronicles of the time. These events, although with uncertain locations and intensities, constitute
an important indicator of the historical seismic activity of the area (Figure 12).
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6.2. Instrumental Seismicity

The very recent seismicity instrumentally recorded in this area provided a large dataset that
helped to define the geometry of the structures at depth.

On the INGV website (ISIDe Working Group, 2007) [61], it is possible to query and download
information in various formats on earthquakes that have occurred worldwide, almost in real time.
The parameters provided are: the location of the hypocenter (geographical coordinates in the WGS84
system and depth in kilometers above sea level), the estimated Richter magnitude (local magnitude
(ML) for earthquakes with M > 2.0 and, if possible, the moment magnitude (Mw)), and the time of
origin (date and time in the Italian and Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) time zones).

Through a customized search, seismic events were identified that occurred at any depth, within
15 km of Piobbico, and during the last 20 years (Figure 13). This dataset was downloaded in text format
and imported into the Move work environment and visualized as a cloud of points, where each point
represented a single event, geolocated in depth.
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7. Three Dimensional Modeling

The geological map with traces of the interpreted fault surfaces was imported into the Move
three-dimensional environment. Here, the first 3D geological model was built using the cartographic
and new field data (Figure 14a) with well-known procedures [67–69]. This model was then improved
with the information from the new DTM derived from the drone flight. In particular, in some areas
(i.e., Sassorotto, Monte Forno, and Col Lungo) from the DTMs built with Rhinoceros, it was possible to
extrapolate the surfaces of the faults in three dimensions (Figure 7).

The model of this sector of Monte Nerone and the surrounding areas made it possible to reinterpret
the relationships and offsets of the faults, even at shallow depth (approximately 1 km). Additionally, the
integration with the available commercial seismic sections and CROP 03 (see Figure 1) [18] allowed us
to extend the model in depth, thus improving the interpretation of the relationships between the studied
faults and other well-known regional faults, such as the Alto Tiberina fault (ATF in Figure 1) [25,70].

To support our hypotheses, the hypocenters of instrumental and historical earthquakes were
added to the three-dimensional model (Figure 14b,c) and into a regional geological section (Figure 14d).
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Figure 14. Three-dimensional (3D) modeling and sectioning. (a) Example of 3D model building with
the cartographic and field data of Monte Nerone. The red surfaces are the mapped normal faults and
the other colored surfaces are the main stratigraphic boundaries of the outcropping succession. (b) Plan
view of the study area (geological 3D map), the interpreted normal fault system (red), and the recent
earthquake foci distribution (blue dot). (c) The same model as in (b) with section view (SSW–NNE)
showing the foci distribution with respect to the fault surfaces. (d) Schematic geological cross-section
(see Figure 1 for location) showing the main tectonic features. The Alto Tiberina fault (ATF), thrust front
of Monte Nerone, normal fault system (studied in this work), thrust ramp inverted into normal fault
(red dotted line), top of the acoustic basement (interpreted from CROP 03 seismic profile), and projected
instrumental earthquake foci (black crosses).
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8. Results and Discussion

New results for geological investigation and interpretation, the importance of which lies in the
possibility of identifying very recent and capable structures, will be discussed below.

However, as already expressed, the aim of this work was to define a workflow, adaptable even to
other geological and territorial contexts. Therefore, we will discuss in depth the results on the detection,
cartography, and modeling methods that can be applied in similar situations and for similar purposes.

8.1. Geological Results

• This study and the data collected led to a different interpretation than that reported in the
literature (e.g., [20,71]). The results indeed highlighted the presence of a system of recent normal
faults with respect to thrust and fold structures. The Sassorotto and Col Lungo faults showed
irrefutable stratigraphic and structural evidence of extension. This system of shallow faults is
very similar to those detected and mapped in the areas of the earthquakes in central Italy in 2009
and 2016 [5,72–74].

• Surface and deep reflection seismic data (CROP 03; [18,75]) crossing the mountain belt very
close to the study area and the distribution of the epicenters [61] provide indications similar to
those reported by various authors [3,27–29,76–79] for the southernmost areas shaken by recent
earthquakes. In our case, the evidence of normal faulting on the surface could be related to deep
stretching, with negative inversion of thrusts, as demonstrated in areas further south [80–83].
The interpretation that places the extensional regime now east of the Apennines watershed,
toward the Adriatic, is also supported by evidence reported by several authors in neighboring
areas [21–23,84,85].

In the study area, the extensional tectonics are also highlighted by geomorphological evidence,
such as anomalies of the hydrographic network [86,87], inversion of the relief [88] and “young” complex
ridges with counterslopes, and breakages of the slope itself. Although still in a preliminary phase of
study, the collected data suggested a very recent, certainly Quaternary age faulting.

If so, the mapped faults might be capable of large earthquakes, and therefore, may be the source
of the 1781 Cagli earthquake centered in this region. This system of faults can be considered capable,
as defined by the Italian National Institute for Environmental Protection and Research (ISPRA) [89]
and the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) [90,91].

8.2. Methodological Results

• The availability of inexpensive and now very popular tools allows everyone to work “digitally”
in the field. Until a few years ago, tools such as tablet PCs were much more expensive [92],
and their characteristics were somewhat limiting (performance, light readability, weight, etc.).
For this study, normal tablet PCs (not ruggedized) were used, since the working conditions on the
ground were not adverse (e.g., no rain or dust) and the covers used kept them safe from small
falls. A normal tablet costs 4–5 times less than that of a ruggedized one and has a lower weight
making it easier to carry in the field.

• The use of an external GPS receiver is a limitation, but only if the tablet and receiver are carried
by different people. In this case, the Bluetooth connection could become disconnected and the
software would thus not receive the necessary signal. To avoid this problem, a small pocket receiver
weighing less than 100 g could be used to receive signals from different satellite constellations.
Here, we used a cheap 51-channel receiver, which performs with high cartographic accuracy.

• The drones used were all common and affordable, capable of adequate flight times and extendable
working times with additional batteries, and light weight to improve the transport possibilities.
Drone operation is controlled by country laws and regulations that evolve fairly quickly in the
attempt to adapt to technological innovations. Currently, in Italy, it is possible to use a drone
with weight less than 300 g without particular restrictions. The drones we used were driven by
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students with a valid flight license and with the appropriate insurance, even if the areas flown
over were mostly or completely uninhabited. Since drone flights allow the possibility to take very
accurate photogrammetric images and extremely detailed DEM, such a digital survey method is
an instrument of great potential.

• The integrated terrestrial and airborne digital survey systems enabled us to collect data from
different observation points, a very important fact in the context of geological observations where
it is important to switch from macro- to micro-scale and to different angles. The gathered data were
organized on digital platforms as they were collected. This strategy provides some advantages
such as the elimination of mistakes related to transcription and changes of scale [93]. An example
is the case of the survey in the Monte Forno area, where the interpretative synthesis of both
stratigraphy and tectonics was improved. The observations and mapping of the outcropping
lithofacies enabled a first interpretation, even if the fault planes were not visible.

The survey along the ridge on the right hydrographic was managed with a tablet PC and a
compass, even if the meaning of the data was not immediately clear (e.g., lateral changes of lithofacies).
With the drone panoramic images, it was possible to determine that these lateral changes could be
related to faults that displaced the hanging wall to the SW. The detailed DTM created with the drone
pictures made it possible to highlight along the ridge along an uneven morphology, with abrupt
counterslopes along the fault planes. In an inaccessible riverbed, this DTM also highlighted the
presence of small waterfalls and nickpoints, exactly in correspondence with the interpreted faults.
Therefore, it is possible to hypothesize very recent morphogenesis related to recent tectonic activity.

• The chance to work both in the field and in the laboratory with a single GIS software, such as
QGIS desktop [35], without switching between different software and formats, is an advantage in
terms of the time and the risk of introducing errors.

• To carry out a digital survey, appropriate tools are required that are suitable for field work. Here,
new tools were created to be integrated with QGIS. The plug-ins described in the previous chapter
were derived from the need for an easy method that is compatible with GIS, and that is also
close to the traditional method of field work, i.e., pencils and paper maps. BeePen [36] and
BeeJou, tools for quickly taking notes and georeferencing Windows Journal files, were conceived
and created to take advantage of stylus and ink technology [94]. Moreover, the idea of a digital
compass interacting directly and simply with the QGIS software led to the development (now at
an advanced stage) of BeeDip [37], which is both an Android app for collecting structural data
and a plug-in that allows the input and output exchange of data and maps between QGIS and the
smartphone compass.

• The flexibility of the system in the organization of collected data allows changes/additions during
the work. This becomes useful when new hypotheses are developed, when the area is not
well-known, or when working in teams of geologists with different experiences and skills. In our
case, this flexibility allowed to rearrange the project, using models that evolved during the work,
contributing to the final synthesis. This feature, combined with the possibility of storing ideas,
hypotheses, and validations in a temporal sequence, allows georeferencing of the analytical and
deductive thinking that the geologist makes during field work and in the laboratory.

• The availability of well-organized digital data (tables, sheets, geolocation, etc.) allows a simpler,
faster, and more correct import into cartographic and multidimensional modeling software.
In addition to the classic geological maps, this method allows a more comprehensible overall
synthesis, together with validation of the conclusions. In fact, in a three-dimensional model,
for example, the shape and position of the fault tip lines must be defined as much as possible,
while on geological maps they often end with uncertain dashed lines. Furthermore, it is possible
to view geological/thematic themes on different cartographic bases as traditional topographic
maps and aerial and/or satellite images, on digital cartographic (e.g., Google Maps and Open
Street Maps) and modeling (e.g., Google Earth) platforms available online.
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• The possibilities defined in the previous point, however, are the result of an interaction between
different software, such as GIS, databases, modeling software, and web applications. The benefits of
digital data exchange, therefore, are often in conflict with the different logic, tools, and procedures
typical of any software. This can be a limitation in terms of both the time and efficiency lost
among the various steps and processes. In some cases, the data collected and organized in GIS
tables have to undergo transformations and reorganizations in order to become available in other
software (e.g., Move), resulting in long working times and the possibility of introducing errors.
Often, only familiarity and skill in the use of these software lead to workflow design and data
organization from the beginning and contribute to the final synthesis.
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